Dyami Service Highlight

NGOs &
Non-Profits
Helping you make the world a better place. Safely.
Staying safe when abroad

How Dyami keeps you safe

NGO's and humanitarian aid organisations who

1

change the world for the better have a special place in
our hearts at Dyami. They truly display the best of

security policy, protocols, and procedures. Dyami

humanity in a world which has too many examples of

helps organisations design, implement or improve

the opposite.
Unfortunately, the best and worst of humanity tend to
find their way to the same place and international work
at NGO's and humanitarian aid organisations can be

new or existing policies.
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These people and organisations deserve a safe work

avoid and defuse potentially dangerous
situations.
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risks are in terms of security and safety. Then we
make a plan how to handle these risks.

Dyami has the expertise and resources to protect
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Enabling new opportunities

Physical protection
If necessary, we provide physical protective
personnel to any location in the world to keep

It is our mission to unburden you, so you can do what
you’re good at.

Our team of in-house analysts makes in-depth
in the world. Know where you operate, what the

effective.

zones.

Risk & threat assessments
custom risk & threat assessments for any location

environment. In fact, they need it in order to be

organisations abroad, even in dangerous conflict

Proper training is essential to staying safe and
training so your people can anticipate, recognise,

The willingness and motivation of the people who go
dangers truly inspire us.

Training
secure. We provide awareness and resiliency

incredibly dangerous.

out and help others or help our planet despite these

A solid policy
Staying safe abroad starts with a solid safety and

your people safe and analyse the local situation.
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Your organization faces different decisions than
regular commercial enterprises when it comes to
where in the world you need to be. Many times, you
venture to places where commercial enterprises don’t
even dare to go.

Backup
We have your back. That means that we have
24/7 support services, including emergency
response plans and the ability to evacuate your
people from a dangerous situation and bring
them to safety.

Dyami helps you make these decisions and missions
possible. Safely.
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24/7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Worldwide local threat assessments

IP safeguarding

When performing missions abroad, you need to be

For many organisations, their IP and sensitive data are

certain that your specific location is safe enough. But

crucial to their existence. Many organisations are at risk

make no mistake: no place on earth is 100% safe.

of espionage, data and IP-theft. Competitors and

Dyami’s in-house team of specialised analysts use
real-time intelligence to monitor existing emerging
conflicts worldwide. We also make very specific threat
assessments for our clients, for any place on earth,

foreign regimes are actively at work right now trying to
get their hands-on valuable IP across all sectors or
trying to figure out where you are active right now or in
the near future.

whether it’s on another continent or a European city

It is crucial to know that cyber security protection

where there is brewing social unrest.

alone is not enough to keep your IP and data safe. We

Our threat assessment reports are extremely detailed

regularly see espionage in many different forms:

and specific but also easy to read. They are designed

•

bugging of offices, facilities, cars, homes

to give you all the insights you need in order to make

•

intercepting network data (including unsafe Wi-Fi)

big and quick decisions.

•

theft or breach of smartphones and laptops

These reports contain subjects such as:

•

infiltration of organisations (insider threat)

•

coercion, theft, threatening of employees

•

(geo)political situation

•

ethnic conflicts

•

social unrest

•

crime and corruption

•

terrorism and violence

IP safeguarding is part of Dyami Corporate Asset

•

espionage

Protection.

•

cultural aspects

•

health risks (including COVID-19)

We also provide real-time alerts when threat levels at
relevant locations increase, usually before threat levels
become critical. This allows you to anticipate more and
take action when needed.
Should a situation abroad become very unsafe, we can
provide physical protection and evacuation for your
people and assets.

Know who you do business with
It can be difficult to judge who is trustworthy or not,
especially abroad, whether they are potential clients,
new partners, new suppliers and even new employees.
Dyami can help by providing investigative analyses
and risk analyses. We can also provide experts in the
field of interrogation that can help assessing important

Only focusing on cyber security is like creating a secure
Wi-Fi network at home but leaving your front door
open!

Reduced rates available
We want to support your organisation in your efforts to
make the world a better place.
We know that it is likely that funding relies heavily on
donations and most of the funding should go to the
actual initiatives, we are happy to offer reduced rates.

Your own security department
For the price less than that of a dedicated full-time
security officer, you have the entire Dyami team at your
disposal. Consider us your own security department!
Dyami is a young and ambitious security provider with
many years of experience in Intelligence, Defense,
Government, Law Enforcement, Cyber Security, Travel
Industry and Aviation Security.

contact moments and conversations. They can
observe from a distance or actively participate.

Interested to learn more about what a partnership with
Dyami could do for your organisation?

Dyami is a proud supporter and partner of Stichting

info@dyami.services www.dyami.services

Luchtvaart Zonder Grenzen (Aviation Sans Frontières,

+31 30 207 2120

Aviation Without Borders).

www.linkedin.com/company/dyami
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